
Take Your IT Risk 
Management Program 
to the Next Level 
Get actionable insights on your cyber and IT risk 
landscape and swiftly prevent and mitigate risk across 
your organization with Diligent's IT Risk Management 
(ITRM) solution, powered by HighBond.  
Cyberattacks are growing exponentially in frequency and 
sophistication, with the average total cost of a data breach 
being $4.35 million USD. The siloed nature of 
organizations’ wide array of IT assets and applications 
often results in lack of real-time visibility into threats and 
vulnerabilities, increasing their exposure to risk.  

Proactively prevent, identify, and remediate risk across 
your organization’s IT and information assets, delivering 
instant visibility into your threat landscape. Protect your 
organization by making revenue-driven decisions informed 
by advanced analytics.

Deploy pre-configured content in a few clicks to help you 
manage an inventory of risks and controls, with qualitative 
IT risk scoring.

How the Diligent IT Risk Management 

Most organizations struggle to build strategic alignment 
around their cyber and IT risk landscape because 

Risk Management brings all your data together in one 
place, to drive consistency and visibility across the entire 
organization, and to facilitate better collaboration and 
access to real-time insights into risk. 
Use IT Risk Management To:
• Equip the board and C-suite with visualizations and

executive dashboards to make data-driven,
risk-informed decisions

 
 

 

• Automate and manage your IT asset life cycle in a
single platform

• Immediately identify key threats to prioritize risk
mitigation work with control monitoring assessment

• Demonstrate IT risk and security compliance faster
with automated critical IT risk workflows

• Collaborate seamlessly across teams to identify and
assess your IT risk through a centralized dashboard

 
 

Key Features

• Centralized, end-to-end IT risk management
• Unified platform for cross-team collaboration
• IT risk workflow and process automation with

pre-configured content

• Risk modeling for multiple use cases or stakeholders
• Ready-to-use visualizations and executive

dashboards
• Best-in-class support from industry practitioners

Experience the Clarity of a Single 
View of Risk

Enable all teams to work centrally across a single system, 
with unified data and streamlined collaboration to inform 
executive decision-making. Save time and identify 
security threats faster with automated IT risk workflows. 
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SCHEDULE A DEMO

$3.05M
Di�erence in the average 
cost of a data breach at 
organizations without 
security automation 
deployed vs. organizations 
with automation fully 
deployed (65% di�erent in 
average breach cost — 
between $3.15M for fully 
deployed vs. $6.20M for 
not deployed). 

25%
Of organizations studied 
have had more than one 
data breach. 60% of 
organizations’ breaches 
led to increases in prices 
passed on to customers.

 

74 less days
In organizations with no 
security AI and automation 
deployed took an average 
235 days to identify and 88 
days to contain a breach, 
for a total lifecycle of 323 
days, which was 74 days 
longer than organizations 
with fully deployed security 
AI and automation. 

 
 

About DiligentTM

Diligent created the modern governance movement. As the leading governance, risk and compliance (GRC) SaaS company, we 
serve 1 million users from over 25,000 customers around the globe. Our innovative platform gives leaders a connected view 
of governance, risk, compliance and ESG across their organization. Our world-changing idea is to empower leaders with the 
technology, insights and connections they need to drive greater impact and accountability – to lead with purpose.

www.diligent.com

